Gerhard Binder
Schwarzhorngasse 2
A- 1050 Wien
AUSTRIA
++ 43 (0) 664 18 22 033
Gerhard.Binder@XRAY-Shop.at
Terms of delivery & payment
1. General:
The following conditions apply to all deliveries/supplies.
2. Prices:
The prices stated in the price list are in €uro and can be changed by us at any time.
Our price lists are always actualised in January, April, July and October.
3. Orders:
In order to avoid false supplies we kindly ask you to submit the number of the spare
parts when ordering via mail. The exchange of spare parts is only possible 14 days after
the date of the invoice/delivery and if the original packing has not been damaged.
Arrears are not delivered (as soon as available) automatically.
Only with the next order we deliver stored articles from the arrears.
If parts from the arrears are not needed anymore we kindly ask you to cancel the order
for the concerned parts within one week after date of order.
4. Delivery:
The supply with dispatch takes place at risk and costs of the orderer.
The orderer bears costs for transportation and possible packing.
Please announce differences in quantity within one week after supply.
We can only deal with supplies to retailers starting with a purchase value of € 200,with dealer conditions.
5. Warranty:
For those articles, which we deliver as general agency for Austria, we take over the
fully regulated guarantee. The warranty applies only on the commodity and not on
the consequential damages. Requirements of the orderer are considered, limited to
replacement of the damaged and/or missing commodity, within one week. The
damaged part has to be sent to us together with the invoice. We reserve ourselves
the decision whether unsatisfactory commodity is exchanged, improved or taken back
under exhibition of a credit item. Further demands are impossible.
6. Reservation of title:
The commodity remains up to the complete payment our property. During asserting
of the reservation of title the buyer (agreed upon purchase price) has to bear all
expenses and expenditures including legal costs.
7. Terms of payment:
Supplies in Austria: payment before delivery, bank transfer or by PayPal + 4,7 % PayPal
fee applies.
Supplies abroad: payment before delivery, bank transfer or by PayPal + 4,7 % PayPal fee
applies.
8. Place of performance and legal venue:
Place of performance and legal venue are Vienna.
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